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My mother and I argue about whether or not it was OK to feed honey to babies. She tells me she fed honey 
to me from tiny spoons that she warmed under the hot lamp that hangs over the kitchen stove. She tells 
me that this is why I'm both careful and brave. I don't believe her, I'm none of those things, but I nod my 
head to humor her. I watch a rabbit running in the road, half paved with bricks. 

“running away to france is ambitious,
attending an octopus party is not”—ade

reporting from the corner booth | issue one | windupmicepress.com

5 questions for Solan Rodriguez,

archaeologist-in-residence

do you believe in dinosaurs?

yeah, lol

does the brontosaurus exist?

really a matter of interpretation, 
names and classifications are 
discrete while life itself is not, the 
controversy of brontosaurus comes 
from different interpretations of 
existing bones either into existing 
groups of known dinosaurs or 
creating a new classification for 
every individual fossil. both have 
credibility, and maybe all we have 
to know for now is that those bones 
were once alive and once we find 
more we can have more certainty in 
knowing in which context they did 
live. for now i’m gonna let people 
who know more than me settle it

what’s your favorite country song?

either “dark was the night” by 
willie johnson or “a street that 
rhymes at 6am” by norma tanega

what do you think is more 
ambitious than running away to 
france?

answering all my texts

make up a new baked good

two braided long breads, one filled 
with cream the other with jam

cloying by monique quintana



for kitty

do you ever wonder what sperm 
whale milk tastes like?

i wonder about boer goat milk

make a poem out of your spotify 
playlist titles

 on a teenage drive,  

obsessed with

old watermelon bedrooms

and musicals. 

fmk: stephen pastel, young cal 
robertson, crystal methyd

F: crystal, #my winner

M: stephen, what a pleasant life we’ll 
have in scotland, herding sheep and 
listening to twee

K : cal, sparky has bad taste (untrue!)

define the phrase “sqoze-spozed”

when you suppose that you have 
sqozed 
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sparky & kitty 
interview each other01

“what is this?????”—kitty listening to 
“emperor tomato ketchup” by stereolab
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for sparky02
for sparky

if you had to work in a museum, 
which museum would you work 
at?

the mauritshuis in the hague 

create a four letter band name

spit

would you ever consider 
becoming a horsegirl

already am<3

define the phrase “poot poot” 

woot woot

draw the weirdest food you ever 
ate, along with your alter ego

bananansplit pommes</3
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“your diary’s looking like the 
bible”—belle & sebastian

excerpts from the co-eic’s diaries 
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BANTER04
Mr. Bassoon, Bassoonist

by Eli Evans

As a child, I knew an Alex Bassoon, 
whose father, also Bassoon, played the 
bassoon in the local symphony 
orchestra. In other words, he was a 
bassoonist. At a glance, this might 
appear to be a clear-cut chicken or egg 
type of situation, but in fact it would 
have to have been the chicken – that is, 
the name – that in this case came first, 
unless somehow the father of Alex 
Bassoon’s father had also been a 
bassoonist, and his father’s father 
before him, and his father’s father 
before him, and etc., etc. dating all the 
way back to the invention of the 
bassoon, and even then only if the 
Bassoon who, following the invention of 
the bassoon, became the first Bassoon 
bassoonist, had gone by a last name 
other than Bassoon, for example 
Schumacher or Miller or Smith, and 
only chosen or otherwise come to be 
known by the last name Bassoon 
subsequent to taking up and as a result 
of having taken taking up the 
eponymous instrument. Which is 
actually not totally impossible! 

Summer Muzak

Anti-glory / Horsegirl

I Know Where the Summer Goes / Belle 
& Sebastian

Write it in the Sky / The Umbrellas

Leaving This Island / The Pastels

Lemonhead Boy / Heavenly

Drown / Black Tambourine

Mind Contorted / Le Volume Courbe

Honey, Lilac, & the weeping willows
for Julee Cruise 

Darling nightingale, 
they brought you back  to the bars & rainy asphalt you 
flew in from

m a g i c

in gin-twinged neon moons you'd let loose

tears as applause 

a standing ovation every night

by Clem Flowers
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coloring pages: windupmicepress.com/coloring-pages
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what are YOU reading?06

coloring pages: windupmicepress.com/coloring-pages

educated by tara westover; time is a 
mother by ocean vuong / eva baudler

the lesbiana’s guide to catholic 
school by sonora reyes / sofía aguilar 

arthurian romances by chrétien de 
troyes / penelope bernal 

always coming home by ursula k. le 
guin / solan rodriguez 

tonight, i’m someone else by chelsea 
hodson / ashley d escobar


